
Probability Overview

‡ Initialize standard library files:

Off@General::spell1D;

The next package is needed for the add-on multivariate gaussian

Goals
Review the basics of probability distributions and statistics

More on generative modeling: drawing samples

Graphical models for inference

Optimal inference and Task dependence

Probability overview

Random variables, discrete probabilities, probability densities, cumulative 
distributions

‡ Discrete: random variable X can take on a finite set of discrete values

X = {x(1),...,x(N)]

‚
i=1

N

pi = ‚
i=1

N

pHX = xHiLL = 1



‡ Densities: X takes on continuous values, x, in some range.

Density : pHxL

Analogous to material mass,
we can think of the probability over some small domain of the random variable as " probability mass " :

probHx < X < dx + xL = ‡
X

dX+X
pHxL „ x

probHx < X < dx + xL > pHxL dx

With the mass analogy, however, an object Hevent spaceL always " weighs " 1 :

‡
-¶

¶
pHxL „ x = 1

Cumulative  distribution:

prob HX < xL = ‡
-¶

x
pHXL „ X

‡ Densities of discrete random variables

The Dirac Delta function, d[•], allows us to use the mathematics of continuous distributions for discrete ones, by defining 
the density as:

p[x]=⁄i=1
N pid[x - x[i]], where d[x - x[i]] =: ¶

0
for x = x@iD
for x ≠ x@iD

Think of the delta function, d[•], as e wide and 1/e tall, and then let e -> 0, so that:

‡
-¶

¶
dHyL „ y = 1

The density, p[x], is a series of spikes. It is infinitely high only at those points for which x = x[i], and zero elsewhere. But 
"infinity" is scaled so that the local mass or area around each point x[i], is pi.

‡ Joint probabilities

Prob HX AND YL = pHX, YL
Joint density : pHx, yL
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Three basic rules of probability
Suppose we know everything there is to know about a set of variables (A,B,C,D,E). What does this mean in terms of 
probability? It means that we know the joint distribution, p(A,B,C,D,E). In other words, for any particular combination of 
values (A=a,B=b, C=c, D=d,E=e), we can calculate, look up in a table, or determine some way or another the number 
p(A=a,B=b, C=c, D=d,E=e).

Deterministic relationships are special cases. 

‡ Rule 1: Conditional probabilities from joints: The product rule

Probability about an event changes when new information is gained.

Prob(X given Y) = p(X|Y)

pHX » YL =
pHX, YL

pHYL
pHX, YL = pHX » YL pHYL
The form of the product rule is the same for densities as for probabilities.

‡ Rule 2: Lower dimensional probabilities from joints: The sum rule (marginalization)

pHXL = ‚
i=1

N

pHX, YHiLL

pHxL = ‡
-¶

¶
pHx, yL „ x

‡ Rule 3: Bayes' rule

From the product rule, and since p[X,Y] = p[Y,X], we have:

pHY » XL =
pHX » YL pHYL

pHXL , and using the sum rule, pHY » XL =
pHX » YL pHYL
⁄Y pHX, YL
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‡ Bayes Terminology in inference

Suppose we have some partial data (see half of someone's face), and we want to recall or complete the whole. Or suppose 
that we hear a voice, and from that visualize the face. These are both problems of statistical inference. We've already 
studied how to complete a partial pattern using energy minimization, and how energy minimization can be viewed as 
probability maximization.

We typically think of the Y term as a random variable over the hypothesis space (a face), and X as data or a stimulus 
(partial face, or sound). So for recalling a pattern Y from an input stimulus X, We'd like to have a function that tells us:

p(Y | X) which is called the posterior probability of the hypothesis (face) given the stimulus (partial face or sound).

-- i.e. what you get when you condition the joint by the stimulus data. The posterior is often what we'd like to base our 
decisions on, because it can be proved that picking the hypothesis Y which maximizes the posterior (i.e. maximum a 
posteriori or MAP estimation) minimizes the average probability of error.

p(Y) is the prior probability of the hypothesis. Some hypotheses are more likely than others.  Given a context, such as 
your room, some faces are a priori more likely than others. For me an image patch stimulating my retina in my kitchen is 
much more likely to be my wife's than my brother's (who lives in another state). This shows that priors are contingent, i.e. 
conditional on context, p(Y| context).

p(X|Y) is the likelihood of the hypothesis. Note this is a probability of X, but not of Y.(The sum over X is one, but the 
sum over Y isn't necessarily one.)

‡ Bayes Terminology in visual perception

p@S » ID =
p@I » SD p@SD

p@ID
Usually, we will be thinking of the Y term as a random variable over the hypothesis space, and X as data. So for visual 
inference, Y = S (the scene), and X = I (the image data), and I = f(S).

We'd like to have:

p(S|I) is the posterior probability of the scene given the image

-- i.e. what you get when you condition the joint by the image data. The posterior is often what we'd like to base our 
decisions on, because as we discuss below,  picking the hypothesis S which maximizes the posterior (i.e. maximum a 
posteriori or MAP estimation) minimizes the average probability of error.

p(S) is the prior probability of the scene.

p(I|S) is the likelihood of the scene. Note this is a probability of I, but not of S.
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‡ Independence

Knowledge of one event doesn't change the probability of another event. 

p(X)=p(X|Y)

p(X,Y)=p(X)p(Y)

Density mapping theorem
Suppose we have a change of variables that maps a discrete set of x's uniquely to y's:  X->Y.

‡ Discrete random variables

No change to probability function. The mapping just corresponds to a change of labels, so the probabilities p(X)=p(Y).

‡ Continuous random variables

Form of probability density function does change because we require the probability "mass" to be unchanged: p(x)dx = 
p(y)dy

Suppose, y=f(x)
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Suppose, y=f(x)

pY HyL dy = pX HxL dx
In higher dimensions, the transformation is done by multiplying the density by the Jacobian, the determinant of the matrix 
of partial derivatives of the change of coordinates.

pY(y)=Ÿ dHy- f HxLL f -1HxL pXHxL „ x
over each monotonic part of f.

Convolution  theorem for adding rvs
Let x be distributed as g(x), and y as h(x). Then the probability density for z=x+y is, f(z):

(1)f HzL = ‡ g HsL h Hz - sL „s

Statistics

‡ Expectation & variance

Analogous to center of mass:

Definition of expectation or average:

Average@XD = X
ê

= E@XD = S x@iD p@x@iDD ~ ‚
i=1

N

xi ê N

m = E@XD = ‡ x pHxL dx

Some rules:

E[X+Y]=E[X]+E[Y]

E[aX]=aE[X]

E[X+a]=a+E[X]

Definition of variance:

s2 = Var[X] = E[[X-m]^2] = ⁄j=1
N HHpHxH jLLL HxH jL - mLL2 = ⁄j=1

N p jIx j - mMM2

Var@XD = ‡ Hx - mL2 pHxL dx ~ ‚
i=1

N

Hxi - m L2 ëN

Standard deviation:
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s = Var@XD
Some rules:

Var@XD = EAX2E - E@XD2
Var@aXD = a2 Var@XD

‡ Covariance & Correlation

Covariance:

Cov[X,Y] =E[[X - mX] [Y - mY ] ]

Correlation coefficient:

r@X, YD =
Cov@X, YD

sX sY

‡ Cross and Autocovariance matrix

Suppose X and Y are vectors: {X1, X2,...} and {Y1, Y2, ...}

Cov[Xi,Y j] =E[[Xi - mXi] [Y j - mY j ] ] ~ ⁄n=1
N Ixin - mXi M Jy jn - mY j N

T íN

Autocov[Xi,X j] =E[[Xi - mXi] [X j - mY j ] ] ~ ⁄n=1
N Ixin - mXi M Ix jn - mXi MT ëN

In other words, the autocovariance matrix can be approximated by the average outer product. It is a Hebbian matrix 
memory of pair-wise relationships.

‡ Independent random variables

If p(X,Y)=p(X)p(Y), then

E@X YD = E@XD E@YD HuncorrelatedL
Cov@X, YD = r@X, YD = 0
Var@X + YD = Var@XD + Var@YD
If two random variables are uncorrelated, they are not necessarily independent. 

Two random variables are said to be orthogonal if their correlation is zero.

Degree of  belief vs., relative frequency
What is the probability that the Vikings will win the Superbowl in 2004? Assigning a number between 0 and 1 is assigning 
a degree of belief. These probabilities are also called subjective probabilities. "Odds" determine subjective probabilities, 
where the "odds of x to y" means probability = x/(x+y).

What is the probability that a coin will come up heads? In this case, we can do an experiment. Flip the coin n times, and 
count the number of heads, say h[n], and then set the probability, p = h[n]/n -- the relative frequency . Of course, if we did 
it again, we may not get the same estimate of p. One solution often given is:
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p = lim
nØ¶

hHnL
n

A problem with this, is that there is no guarantee that a well - defined limit exists.

In some domains we can measure statistics, and model probabilities of both inputs and outputs. So the relative frequency 
interpretation seems reasonable. In practice, the dimensions of many problems in perception, cognition, and memory are 
so high, that it is impractical to do this. Once we use the statistical framework to model perception, say of a particular cue 
(say ), then probabilities are more like  "subjective unconscious beliefs".

Principle of insufficient reason

‡ Principle of symmetry

Suppose we have N events, x[1],x[2],x[3],...,x[N] that are all physically identical except for the label. Then assume that 

probHxH1LL = probHxH2LL = probHxH3LL = probHxHNLL =
1

N

In other words,if we have no additional information about the events,we should assume that they are uniformly distributed. 
I.e., assume a uniform prior. 

What about the continous case where there is no reason to assume any particular value at all between -¶ and +¶?

Improper priors.

‡ Information theory and Maximum entropy

Information theory provides a powerful extension to the principle of symmetry. Information of event X is:

Information@XD = -log2HpHXLL
Using the definition of expectation above, we can specify the expectation of information, which is called entropy. Entropy 
of a random variable X with probability distribution p[X] is:

HHXL = AverageHInformation@XDL = -‚
X

pHXL log2HpHXLL

It can be shown that out of all possible probability distributions, H(X) is biggest for the uniform distribution, p(X)=1/N. 
Maximum entropy is looking like symmetry.

It turns out that a more powerful formulation of the principle of symmetry is maximum entropy. For example, out of all 
possible probability distributions of a random variable with infinity range, but with a specific mean and standard deviation, 
the Gaussian is unique in having the largest entropy. If the range goes from zero to infinity, and we know the mean, the 
maximum entropy distribution is an exponential (Cover and Thomas).

An interesting application of the maximum entropy principle is to learning image textures joint probabilities: p(I[1],...,-
I[N]), where N is very big, but where one has only a relatively small number of measured statistics relative to the number 
of possible images (which is really huge). The measurements underdetermine the dimesionality of the probability space--
i.e. there are many different probability distributions which give the same statistics. So the principle of symmetry, or 
insufficient reason, says to choose the one with the maximum entropy.

More on sampling, generative modeling: Multivariate gaussian, mixtures
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More on sampling, generative modeling: Multivariate gaussian, mixtures

Making a univariate (scalar) gaussian random number generator: Method 1: Just for 
Gaussian

‡ Use Central Limit Theorem

If all we want to do is make a Gaussian random number generator from a uniformly distributed generator, we can use the 
Central Limit Theorem.

Needs@"BarCharts`"D
Needs@"Histograms`"D

nusamples = 10;

zl = TableB ‚
i=1

nusamples

RandomReal@D -
nusamples

2
, 81000<F;

Histogram@zlD

-2 -1 0 1 2 3

20

40

60

80

Method 2:  Use Density Mapping theorem. More general.
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Method 2:  Use Density Mapping theorem. More general.
We'll use the density mapping theorem to turn uniformly distributed random numbers Random[] into gaussian distributed 
random numbers with mean =0 and standard deviation =1.

pY HyL dy = pX HxL dx

pY HyL 
dy
dx

= pX HxL
Suppose pY HyL=1 (over the unit interval, but zero elsewhere). Then

(2)y HxL = ‡
-¶

x
px Hx'L „x' = P HxL

Thus if we sample from the uniform distribution to get y, x should be distributed according to pX HxL. To do this, we 
need a mapping from y->x. This is given by the inverse cumulative distribution, i.e. P-1HyL.
Let's implement this. The quick way is to use Mathematica's built-in function to get the inverse cumulative. 

Method 2a: Applied to Gaussian
InverseErf[ ] is the inverse of :

erf HzL =
2

p
 ‡
0

z
e-t2  d t

We can use this to define a function for the inverse cumulative of a gaussian:
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zscore@p_D := 2 InverseErf@1 - 2 pD;
Plot@zscore@yD, 8y, 0, 1<D

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3

...this time instead of using Histogram[], we could make more work for ourselves, and write our own lines to calculate the 
histogram--useful to see if you've never calculated one before:
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binsize = 0.1;

midpoints = TableBi +
binsize

2
, 8i, -3, 3 - binsize, binsize<F;

zl = Table@zscore@RandomReal@DD, 85000<D;
freq = BinCounts@zl, 8-3, 3, binsize<D;
BarChart@Transpose@8freq<D, BarLabels Ø NoneD

Method 2b: From scratch: Works for almost any distribution. Do the Gaussian case 
for a third time
Suppose we have a discrete representation of any cumulative distribution. How can we generate samples? We'll illustrate 
the method with a discretization of the Gaussian. Our immediate goal is to produce a discrete approximation to the cumula-
tive gaussian. To review where things come from, we'll start with the definition of a Gaussian, and make sure it is 
normalized.

Integrate@Exp@-Hx - x0L^2 ê H2 * s^2L D, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D

IfBReIs2M > 0,
2 p

1
s2

, IntegrateB‰-
Hx-x0L2
2s2 , 8x, -¶, ¶<, Assumptions Ø ReIs2M § 0FF

Let x0=0 and s=1:
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PlotB ‰
-
x12

2

2 p
, 8x1, -4, 4<F

-4 -2 2 4

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Plot[PDF[NormalDistribution[0,1],x1],{x1,-4,4}]; gives the same thing using the add-on normal distribution function.

‡ Cumulative gaussian

Clear@cumulgauss, x, x1D;
cumulgauss@x_D := Integrate@Exp@-Hx1^2 L ê 2D ê HSqrt@2 * PiDL,

8x1, -Infinity, x<D

cumulgauss@InfinityD

1
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Plot@cumulgauss@xD, 8x, -4, 4<D

-4 -2 2 4

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

lcumulgauss = Table@8x, cumulgauss@xD<, 8x, -4.`, 4.`, 0.25`<D;
ListPlot@lcumulgaussD

-4 -2 2 4

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
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‡ Make inverse cumulative gaussian table

invlcumulgauss = RotateLeft@lcumulgauss, 81, 1<D;

To see what this does, evaluate:

88x1, y1<, 8x2, y2<, 8x3, y3<<
RotateLeft@88x1, y1<, 8x2, y2<, 8x3, y3<<, 81, 1<D

x1 y1
x2 y2
x3 y3

y2 x2
y3 x3
y1 x1

ListPlot@invlcumulgaussD

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-4

-2

2

4

‡ Make interpolated function of the inverse cumulative

interinvlcumulgauss = Interpolation@invlcumulgaussD;
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Plot@interinvlcumulgauss@xD, 8x, 0.01`, 0.99`<D

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-2

-1

1

2

‡ Draw samples with a standard deviation of Sqrt[10]

Round@10 interinvlcumulgauss@RandomReal@DDD

-11

‡ Draw a bunch of samples, and plot up histogram

z = Table@Round@10 interinvlcumulgauss@RandomReal@DDD, 810 000<D;
domain = Range@-20, 20D;
Freq = HCount@z, Ò1D &L êü domain;

InterpolatingFunction::dmval :
Input value 80.000010826< lies outside the range of data

in the interpolating function. Extrapolation will be used. à

a

a
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Sqrt@10.D

3.16228

ListPlot@FreqD

10 20 30 40

100

200

300

400

ListPlot@MovingAverage@Freq, 6DD

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

150

200

250

300

350

400

‡ Plot up cumulative histogram
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‡

Plot up cumulative histogram

CumFreq = FoldList@Plus, 0, FreqD;
ListPlot@CumFreqD

10 20 30 40

2000

4000

6000

8000

Multivariate (vector) gaussian distributions

‡ Define multivariate gaussian probability density

An n-variate multivariate gaussian (multinormal) distribution with mean vector m and covariance matrix S is denoted 
Nn Hm, SL. The density is:

(3)p HxL =
1

H2 pLnê2 Det@SD1ê2
 ExpB-

1

2
 Hx - mLT S-1 Hx - mLF

We define a 2-variate density:

multigaus[x_,m_,cov_]:=
Module[{IC,detCov,norm,p},
IC = Inverse[cov];
detCov = Abs[Det[cov]];
norm = N[Sqrt[(2Pi)^2 detCov]];
p = Exp[-0.5 (x-m).IC.(x-m)]/norm;
Return[p];

];

‡ Two variable examples
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‡

Two variable examples

‡ Zero mean, zero correlation

m1 = 80, 0<; Cov = 881, 0<, 80, 1<<;
ContourPlot@multigaus@8x1, x2<, m1, CovD, 8x1, -2, 2<, 8x2, -2, 2<D
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‡ Mean = {1,1}, positive correlation

m1 = 81, 1<; Cov = 881, 0.5`<, 80.5`, 1<<;
ContourPlot@multigaus@8x1, x2<, m1, CovD, 8x1, 0, 2<, 8x2, 0, 2<D
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‡ Mean = {1,1}, positive correlation, small variance

m1 = 81, 1<; Cov = 0.2` 881, 0.5`<, 80.5`, 1<<;
ContourPlot@multigaus@8x1, x2<, m1, CovD, 8x1, 0, 2<, 8x2, 0, 2<D

‡ Mixture of gaussians

a is a mixing parameter

(4)p HxL = ap1 HxL + H1 - aL p2 HxL where 0 § a § 1

a can be interpreted in terms of a prior probability of
choosing which of two distributions a sample will be drawn from.
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Starting with p(x,a) use the sum and product rules to derive the above mixture density where 
p(a=a1L = a, and p(a = a2L=(1-a).

m1 = {1,.5}; m2 = {-1,-.5};
Cov1 = 0.4*{{1,.6},{.6,1}};
Cov2 = 0.4*{{1,-.6},{-.6,1}};
mix[x_] := 0.5 (multigaus[x,m1,Cov1] + multigaus[x,m2,Cov2]);

ContourPlot@mix@8x1, x2<D, 8x1, -2, 2<, 8x2, -2, 2<D
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‡ Drawing samples from the density--draw from a hat method

‡ We'll simulate the process of filling a hat with slips of paper, where the number of slips

is proportional to the probability the number being in some range (dx1,dx2)

m1 = {0,0};
Cov = {{1,.8},{.8,1}};
dx1 = 0.1;
dx2 = dx1;

Nslips=100;
hat = {};
For[x1=-2,x1<=2,x1=x1+dx1,

For[x2=-2,x2<=2,x2=x2+dx2,
np = Nslips*multigaus[{x1,x2},m1,Cov];
For[i=1,i<np,i=i+1,

hat = Append[hat,{x1,x2}];
];

];
];

hat is a list of pairs of numbers for which the frequency of occurence of pairs is determined by multigauss.

Dimensions@hatD

88760, 2<

‡ Now let's do a check, where we compile a histogram representing the frequencies of each slip

First, define the "bins" in domain, that we'll use to check for matches:

domain = {};
For[x1=-2,x1<=2,x1=x1+dx1,

For[x2=-2,x2<=2,x2=x2+dx2,
domain = Append[domain,{x1,x2}];

];
];

An alternate way of specifying the domain using Outer[], and Range[]:

domain2 = Flatten[Outer[List,Range[-2,2,dx1],Range[-2,2,dx1]],1];

Now we'll count how many times we find that an element of hat matches a domain element:
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Freq = Map[Count[hat,#]&,domain];

width = Sqrt[Dimensions[Freq]]

841<

ListDensityPlot@Partition@Freq, widthDD

‡ Now draw a sample--simulate pulling a slip from hat

rv := hatPRandomInteger@81, Length@hatD<DT;

test = Table@hatPRandomInteger@81, Length@hatD<DT, 8600<D;
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g1 = ListPlot@testD

-2 -1 1 2

-2

-1

1

2

Of course, we can't see the frequency of draws in this plot, so let's count up the number of occurences per bin, and plot up 
the results as we did above.

Freq2 = Map[Count[test,#]&,domain];
width = Sqrt[Dimensions[Freq2]];
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ListDensityPlot@Partition@Freq2, widthDD

Exercise: Drawing multivariate samples from the density -- use the inverse cumulative distribution

Add-on Mathematica functions for gaussian multivariates & exploring marginals

‡ Define PDF, CDF

The add - on function,
MultinormalDistribution@ mu,  sigma D  specifies a multinormal Hmultivariate GaussianL distribution with mean vector  m and covariance matrix  S 

Needs@"MultivariateStatistics`"D
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m1 = {1,.5};
r=0.4*{{1,.6},{.6,4}};
ndist = MultinormalDistribution[m1, r];

pdf = PDF[ndist, {x1, x2}]

0.0339281

What is the probability of the distribution in the region x1 < -2 › x2 < 1. 

CDF[ndist, {-2, 1}]

1.02471 µ 10-6
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g1 = ContourPlot@PDF@ndist, 8x1, x2<D, 8x1, -2, 2<, 8x2, -2, 2<,
ContourShading Ø FalseD
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marginal@x11_D := EvaluateB‡
-¶

¶

PDF@ndist, 8x11, x22<D „x22F;
g2 = Plot@marginal@x11D, 8x11, -2, 2<D
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0.6
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Show@8g1, g2<D

‡ Drawing samples

Drawing samples is done by:

RandomReal@ndistD

81.16838, -0.538701<

‡ Mixtures of gaussians

Clear@mixD;
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r1=0.4*{{1,.6},{.6,1}};
r2=0.4*{{1,-.6},{-.6,1}};
m1 = {1,.5}; m2 = {-1,-.5};
ndist1 = MultinormalDistribution[m1, r1];
ndist2 = MultinormalDistribution[m2, r2];

mix[x_] := 0.5 (PDF[ndist1, x] + PDF[ndist2, x]);

ContourPlot@mix@8x1, x2<D, 8x1, -2, 2<, 8x2, -2, 2<D

‡ Marginals for mixture

Project onto the x1 axis:

(5)marginal@x1_D := Integrate@mix@8x1, x2<D, 8x2, -Infinity, Infinity<D
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Clear@marginal, x1, x2D;
marginal@x1_D :=

Evaluate@
0.5 * HIntegrate@PDF@ndist1, 8x1, x2<D, 8x2, -Infinity, Infinity<D +

Integrate@PDF@ndist2, 8x1, x2<D, 8x2, -Infinity, Infinity<DLD;

Plot@marginal@x1D, 8x1, -2, 2<D
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Project onto the x2 axis:

Clear@marginal, x1, x2D;
marginal@x2_D :=

Evaluate@
0.5 * HIntegrate@PDF@ndist1, 8x1, x2<D, 8x1, -Infinity, Infinity<D +

Integrate@PDF@ndist2, 8x1, x2<D, 8x1, -Infinity, Infinity<DLD;
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Plot@marginal@x2D, 8x2, -2, 2<D
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0.4

Which projection (marginal) is more "interesting"--the one onto x1 or onto x2? 
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Exercises

Exercise: Use density mapping theorem to make random number generator for 
density p(y)
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